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Follow was engaged by local oyster-shucking legends, Shucks®, to reinvent their 

online presence. Having launched their seafood restaurant in Brisbane’s beautiful 

Manly Harbour Village together with their own website three years ago, the Shucks 

team wanted to design a user experience more in keeping with their growing business 

and reputation. 

Online hospitality is a dynamic and challenging niche, and we worked with the venue 

to identify unique offerings and uncover their great imagery capturing some of the 

food and wine experiences available in their oyster-bar styled restaurant.





“While food and hospitality are 

my passions, I have a design 

background, so Follow’s creative 

and fresh approach to designing 

our new online look was hugely 

appreciated. Everything is so FAST! 

And the backend is so easy to use 

and manage compared to what we 

had been working with. Everything 

delivered has a real world class feel to 

it, which is the image we’re trying to 

convey inhouse and online. Thank you 

for a wonderful, smooth-running and 

impactful project, guys!” 

- Belinda Ho, Director | Shucks®





The new site was launched following the worst impacts 

of the pandemic period and just in time for the 2020 

festive season.  In addition to an enterprise-class 

implementation of WordPress on a clean codebase with 

a custom theme, the site integrates important third party 

reservations and transaction providers who help deliver 

Shucks’ services to customers. In addition, the original 

site has been labouring under the weight of many plugins 

and the bloat of typical off-the-shelf WordPress themes, 

and it now performs efficiently with lazy loading of heavy 

content and some smart coding to make the website run 

as smoothly as this amazing restaurant!



For additional information or queries relating to information contained in this document, please contact Follow.
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follow.com.au

People first. 
Results follow.


